Upper-intermediate vocabulary 2B - Word formation
access
Modern homes should be built with improved accessibility for the disabled.
accessibility - the quality of being able to be reached or entered.
The remote village is inaccessible in the winter.
accessible - able to be reached or easily got
popular
The popularity of cell phones is undeniable.
popularity - the state of being well liked
The separatists have done much to popularize the idea of the inevitability of their independence.
to popularize - to make popular or widely known
mind
Computers, artificial intelligence and robots will likely replace workers stuck in mindless jobs.
mindless - not needing much mental effort
Mindful voters should resist the demagogic rantings of politicians like Trump.
mindful - careful not to forget about something
electric
I've just bought a new electronic calculator for my mathematics class.
electronic - electronic equipment consists of things such as computers, televisions, and radios which have
microchips and transistors.
After last night's storm I have to buy some new electrical appliances such as a fridge and washing
machine.
electrical - using or relating to electricity
impress
You will never get a second chance to make a first impression. "Will Rogers"
impression - an idea, feeling, or opinion about something or someone, especially one formed without
conscious thought or on the basis of little evidence.
Unfortunately, I was unimpressed with my daughter's date.
impressed - made to feel admiration, interest or respect.
able
I was surprised at his inability to read.
inability - the lack of power, means, ability, etc. to do something
Disabled people are entitled to financial assistance unless they are unable to certify their disabilities.
disability - an illness, injury, or condition that makes it difficult for someone to do the things that other
people do

Recording:
Modern homes should be built with improved accessibility for the disabled.
accessibility - the quality of being able to be reached or entered.
I was surprised at his inability to read.
inability - the lack of power, means, ability, etc. to do something
After last night's storm I have to buy some new electrical appliances such as a fridge and washing machine.
electrical - using or relating to electricity
The popularity of cell phones is undeniable.
popularity - the state of being well liked
Computers, artificial intelligence and robots will likely replace workers stuck in mindless jobs.
mindless - not needing much mental effort
You will never get a second chance to make a first impression. "Will Rogers"
impression - an idea, feeling, or opinion about something or someone, especially one formed without
conscious thought or on the basis of little evidence.
Disabled people are entitled to financial assistance unless they are unable to certify their disabilities.
disability - an illness, injury, or condition that makes it difficult for someone to do the things that other
people do
The separatists have done much to popularize the idea of the inevitability of their independence.
to popularize - to make popular or widely known
The remote village is inaccessible in the winter.
accessible - able to be reached or easily got
I've just bought a new electronic calculator for my mathematics class.
electronic - electronic equipment consists of things such as computers, televisions, and radios which have
microchips and transistors.
Unfortunately, I was unimpressed with my daughter's date.
impressed - made to feel admiration, interest or respect.
Mindful voters should resist the demagogic rantings of politicians like Trump.
mindful - careful not to forget about something

